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[.4filu, if our personalities could
be reduced to electrical patterns in
our brains? What if the skills that
distinguish specially endowed people
-- physical, social, visual, anall4ical,
and verbal skills -- could be acquired
by anyone through training? The new
fleld of brain biofeedback training is
demonstrating the iruth of these ideas.
Aspects of orir personaiity, aspects that
were previously thought to be flxed, can
be changed by retraining our brains.
Our brain generates faint alternating
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The desire of German neurologist Hans
Berger to understand psychic phe-
nomena ted him to build the first EEG
machine. ln 1924, he became the first
to observe the brain's electrical activity.
Thirteen years lateri his obseryations
were recognized as critical in making a
neurological diagnosis. ln 1965 Barry
Sterman discovered that cats could be
taught to change their own brain waves.
Then, by complete accident, he found
that, in this way, his cats became resis-
tant to epileptic seizures. ln 197'l he
found this to be true of humans as well:
people can train lhemselves to minimize
the incidence of epileptic seizures!
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currents that can be measured by afflx-
ing wires to our scalp and connecting
them to an amplifler. The patterns in
these currents reflect basic aspects of
our brain's function and, in some cases,
our personality. We can change our
state of mind and basic aspects of our
personality by learning to change these
electricalpatterns. In some ways this is
similar to meditation or other focusing
exercises, but with neurofeedback we
are training specific frequencies at spe-
cific parts of our brain.

Electrical patterns dilfer across our
scalp, but the wave pattern is similar
for healthy people of the same age and
gender. In this way, it's possible to
make basic predictions about a person's
mental state by scrutinizing brain wave
patterns. People able to read these pat-
terns can identify depression, distrac-
tion, anxiety, organizational or verbal
ability, just to name a few In some cas-
es, they can make a medical diagnosis,
although, in the case of one's mental
state, these are educated guesses.

Because brainwave patterns are
easily entrained to visual or auditory
rhythms, we can understand the con-
nection between brain waves and our
state of mind in analogy with music.
There are rhythmic patterns that wili
sedate us, enervate us, or entrance us.

We generally don't think of music as

if it were a drug, with specific rhythms
for specific issues, but if we did, then
we would be led to music therapy.
Today's sound therapy uses particular
instruments, types of music, or even
tuning forks and sub-auditory vibration
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to arouse or sedate particular physical
centers and address mental and physi-
cal issues in ways that are similar to the
techniques of brain wave entrainment.
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Bob came to me concerned with
his lack ofsocial presence. He felt that
friends and acquaintances drifted away
from him in spite of everything he did to
retain them. He also mentioned hav-
ing difflculty maintaining his attention.
He found himself drifting into reverie
when confronted with boring or tedious
situations. Examining the pattern of his
brainwaves, I noticed what I judged to be

an unusual amount of slow oscillations.
In order to get a more exact mea-

sure, we recorded his brainwave patterns
at I 0 different sites on the scalp and sent
this information to an online brainwave
analysis service. This site at www.new-
mindmaps.com, managed by Dr. Richard

Souter, automatically compares Bob's

standard lo-site recording with a data-
base of thousands of similar people. In
less than a minute we got back a report
comparing Bob to these norms.

This report conflrmed that Bob's
brain waves showed an unusually large
amount of low frequency contributions
at the rront and rear of his head. It
also showed that the rhythms of his
left and right hemispheres our less

synchronized than average, something
that I could not have notice by visually
comparing his brain wave patterns.

Using this information we decided
to try training Bob to produce brain
waves that our less dominated by slow
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"hear" his slow brainwaves as the vol-
ume of soft, ambient music. We our not r

trying to make Bob's brainwave rhythm
flaster, the fast components of his brain-

waves our already quiet and we want to

keep them that way.
The neurofeedback computer

program I use generated this music and

controlled its volume in response to his

brainwaves. The more low frequencies

his brain generated, the louder the mu-

sic, and the less his brainwaves were

dominated by slow frequencies, the

quieter the music. Bob closed his eyes,

relaxed, and tried to accomplish the

only instruction that I gave him, "make

the music quieter."
His training session consisted of

him sitting motionless in a comfortable
recliner for 40 minutes doing nothing

but that. Watching his EEG on the

computer screen, in real time, I saw the

lowest lrequencies in his brain wave

pattern disappear almost immediately.

If we think of brainwaves like ocean

waves, we might imagine Bob's brain-

waves to be dominated by large, long

swells. These swells are fairly smooth

as they are lacking in the 'Jigglyness"

introduced by the rapid changes ofhigh
frequencies. We simply wanted to quiet

the whole thing down, to change a pat-

tem that appeared like the large coastal

waves after a storm at sea, into a calm

surface with few waves at ali.

When a person is presented with a

task like this, that of controlling visual

or auditory feedback using their brain

waves, they naturally ask how they're

supposed to do this. This is not an

innocent question because it cannot be

answered and, depending on how much

a person needs an answer, the lack of
an answer can be an impediment.

We cannot "talk" our waY into a

new brainwave state. If we could, we
probably would have already. Talking,

itsell be it vocalizing out Ioud or speak

ing silently to ourselves, puts us in its

own brainwave state, a verbal state.

Being in that state prevents us lrom
exploring, flnding, and adopting other

brainwave states; therefore, we cannot
pull ourselves up by our bootstraps.

It is critical to understand that a

brainwave state underlies our think-
ing pattem: we cannot get there bY

thinking any more than we can learn

to nde a bicycle by thinking. We must

disengage and simply allow our mind to

interact with itself. The sooner we do

this, the sooner we will respond to and

modiff the signal that we're generating,

without being consciously aware of
what we're doing.

This is both the promise and the

probiem in neurofeedback: we cannot

"make" it happen. We are training an

unconscious skiii. It is not something

that is being imposed on us, and not

something that we can consciouslY

control. This is a problem for people

who cannot release control, or who are

frustrated by the inability to monitor

their own progress.

The promise of this training is that

once we achieve a new Pattern we do

not forget it. We do not forget because

a new pattern is built into our neural
"hardware" and not in the "software"

of memories, thoughts, or inflormation.

lust as we will know how to ride a

bicycle for the rest of our life, so we can

maintain new brainwave patterns once

we learn to generate them ourselves.
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In Bob's case the results our

dramatic. After our sixth session of
general training, and our first session

speciflcally targeting the diminution
of his slow oscillations, he reported,

"l think this is what I need. It was like

something that I remember but have

lost in my concentration somewhere."

A week later he spent another 40

minutes working with this protocol and

reported, "That was great...felt very

euphoric aft erwards, thanks. "

Bob reported that PeoPle who knew

him well commented to him that he

seemed to have a greater presence. I
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could see quite plainly that he was fo-

cusing on what I said, and that his body

language conveyed greater focus and

attention.
A simple explanation of Bob's situ-

ation might be that the excess of slow

frequencies that he generated put him

in a semi-sleep state. This relaxed state

formed a kind of cognitive "cocoon"

around him that numbed his perception

of and his response to the faster ele-

ments of verbal and nonverbal signals

on which full communication relies.

It is not entirely accurate to saY

that Bob's slow frequencies gave him

the presence of a "slow" person, but

we might consider that as a kind of
shorthand for what was going on.

Remember we our not trying to raise

the amount of high frequencies in his

brainwaves, as that would likely mani-
fest as tension that would block another

communication channel, we our only

trying to open his awareness to laster

brain state changes by getting him out

of his slow response habits.
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Bob's situation is uncommon. It is
more common lor people to be bur-

dened with an excess of high frequen-

cies. As we might imagine from the

analogy with the effect of music, high
frequencies are energizing in moder-
ation, but become anxiety producing
in excess. Most people sufler from too
much stress and display an excess of
high frequencies in their brain waves.

How we manifest our stress will
depend on what part of our brain suffers

from excessive high frequencies. High

frequencies at the top ofour head gen-

erally correlate with physical tension.

High frequencies in our left frontal area

may correlate with being excessively or-
ganized or analyticai. High frequencies

in our right frontal area often correlate

with fear, anger, anxiety, and obsession.
'llaining away high frequencies

is done in the same manner as train-
ing away iow frequencies. A person

is hooked up to the EEG amPlifier,

connected to whatever sites on the

scalp are judged to be important. Some

simple presentation is chosen - there

are various visual and auditory ways to

deliver feedback -- and the trainee is

instructed to simply flnd some way to
move the signal that's reflecting their
brainwave frequencies in one direction
or the other.

Neurofeedback therapists have been

exploring how different frequencies at

different sites correlate with different
states of mind. The main impetus has

i been to remediate various pathologies.

: Some of these pathologies manifest

clearly and respond strongly to brain-

r wave training, such is the case with
depression (Hammond, 2005). Other

; "pathologies" are vague to nonexistent

; and the benef,ts that accrue from neu-

i rofeedback training are hard to explain,

i such is the case with Attention Deflcit/

r Hyperactivity Disorder (Stoller, 2014).
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i Neurofeedback provides a power-
i ful remedy for the serious dysfunction

, of clinical depression. This example

I is important both because depression

i is notoriously difflcult to remedy by

I other means, and because it shows
I that neurofeedback operates on our
i state of mind, and not what we have in

i our minds. In other words, neurofeed-
r back does not change our perspective;

it does not change how we interPret
things, rather it changes who we are.

Severe depression manifests in an

excess in a particular frequency at the

area of our brain located above our
lelt eye as compared to the amount of
the same frequency present in the area

above our right eye. These areas are

responsible for positive and negative

thought patterns respectively. An

excess in oscillations at this frequency,

which is around 10 cycles per second,

on the left indicates a weak ability to
generate positive thoughts coupled with
a strong ability to generate negative

ones on the right.
The neurofeedback protocol for

training away depression is simply to
dispiay this asymmetry to the trainee
through means of some computer gen-

erated feedback, and let them explore

their mental state in order to discover

a way toward greater balance. That is

to say, the feedback provides them with
an increasing "reward," in the form of
some visual or auditory signal that tells

them that they are generating equal

contributions from the 10 cycle per sec-

ond component to their left and right
brain wave patterns.

In flact, the trainee does not need to

know any of this. Their thinking mind

is not engaged. The issues surrounding,
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EEG electrodes are attached to the skin

of our scalp in the same waY that EKG

electrodes are attached to our upper

body when we get an electrocardio-
gram in the doctor's office. Each pair

of EEG wires constitutes one circuit,

and each circuit records a set of brain

waves. Brainwave training is usually

done by working with one or two cir-

cuits, but caps that record from 4 to 20

sites simultaneously allow for training
the coordination of different sites.
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Each pad of our brain can be thought

of as a small orchestra, and each brain

wave pattern is the tune they're playing.

This reflects the way in which our brain

is thinking, but not what it'is thinking

nor our thoughts in general. We might

think of brain waves as Providing a

profile of our basic aptitudes, aptitudes

that are critical for thinklng, problem

solving, communicating, connecting to

others, and making sense to ourselves'
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supporting, or irritating their depression

are entirely irrelevant and completely
avoided. All that the trainee needs to
do, for example, would be to make the

music louder.
The essential point is that this form

ofdepression is not rational and is

not amenable to rational discourse. It
cannot be addressed through behavior-
al therapy. A person in this condition
is literally addicted to negativity, not as

a substance addiction but as habitual
thought pattern. The obvious solution
is to rebalance a person's frequency
patterns. Neurofeedback training can

usually do this quickly because it does

not attempt to solve a conceptual prob-
lem, and it does not require that we
revisit our traumatic past.

If the trainee is successful in
balancing their brain wave patterns,

then whatever cognitive problems, or
other rationalizations "made" them
depressed, simply lose their appeal.

These issues just become uninteresting.
Similarly, traumatic memories lose their
import and clarity. These issues, which
are to the depressed person as "the tail
that wags the dog," return to being just

ideas without attraction.
Depression lifts not because the

tragedy of our life has been resolved,

but because we are no longer attracted

to viewing our life as a tragedy. We are

essentially cured because, just as there

was no way to argue our way out of be-

ing depressed, there is also no way lrom
within our new mind frame to argue our
way back in to being depressedl
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Psychotherapy is built on the notion
of mental health, and neurofeedback
has been developed as part ofthe
mental health industry. But what if
the mental state of not being ill was

not a state of optimal health? What il
there are as many states of better than
normalhealth as there are states of
worse than normal mental health? For

the most part the mentalhealth indus-
try does not ask this question, so the

community of neurofeedback therapists

does not recognize the possibility.

We generally think of mental health
as the remediation of illness to recover

our normal state, but we should instead
be optimizing our health to achieve
higher mental states. This is a very
different proposition because curing ill-
ness generally moves a person toward
greater regularity, normalcy, and com-
fort. In contrast, stimulating new states
of greater or "better" function moves a

person toward a state that is at first un-
usual, probably considered abnormal,
and which may make friends, family,
and coworkers uncomfortable. States

of optimal performance may make us
uncomfortablel

We don't really know the limits of
what is possible. The area of enhanced
awareness and performance is not well
charted, and improving our performance

is not a simple, painless process, but it
brings great rewards. With regard to
simple measures, like intelligence, we
can say that neurofeedback aims to and,
in fact, can make people "smarter" (Ver-

non, 2005). With regard to more imporf
ant measures, like wisdom, exploring
prenatal trauma or achieving spiritual
understanding, it's unclear what we are

trying to accomplish, how we might go

about accompiishing it, and how we
might measure our progress when we
accomplish it. These are steps that will
change the world, and it is these steps

on which we should focus.

Llncoln Stoller, PhD trained as a
physicist and astronomer, designed and
patented business softuvare, and in 2006
turned to the medicalfield of neurofeed-

back. He uses his technical expertise to

enhance perlormance by helping people

retrain thek brains, He is the author of
the book "The Learning Project: Views of
Authentic Learning," freely available at
http : / / ww w. t e n g er res e arc h. c o m / I e ar n

For more information on brain training
using EEG biofeedback visit his web site

at: www.mindstren$hbalance.com
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